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Yong-cheol Lee                                        Teaching Evaluations 

 
 
As for your teaching strategy: What sets you apart from other TAs is the individual attention that you are 
willing to give to each student. I don't know of any other TA who sets up as many review sessions and holds 
as many extra office hours as you do. Moreover, you're very easy to contact, and you always reply quickly. 
Because of this, your students feel that you really care about them and their progress. That's what makes you 
an outstanding TA!  
 
 

I think that some of  the teaching strategies that you emphasized were your willingness to help the students 
and your availability. No matter how many questions our class had you were always calm and patient and 
willing to answer completely, even if  it meant cutting into your own personal time. Furthermore, you 
responded to e-mails promptly, no matter the hour of  the day. I also think that your earnestness and your 
sincere interest in the subject matter helped me find similar interest in the subject matter, which helped propel 
me through the course. Of  all of  my TAs at Penn, I have never had one as nice, encouraging and helpful as 
you. You brought life to the material that put me to sleep during Professor _______'s lectures and made 
recitation something to look forward to, rather than something I would opt to skip. 
 
 
Here are a couple of thoughts about your unique teaching style: you are concerned first and foremost with 
the student's understanding -- rather than their performance or grade. You want them to know what they are 
learning and not feel lost. You are extremely accessible and believe in allotting significant amount of extra 
time to teaching OUTSIDE of the classroom. You always take extra steps to ensure understanding. Last of all, 
you are amiable and want the students to see you as not only an instructor, but as a friendly source of 
guidance. 
 
 
In my experience, you were a good teacher because of your detailed breakdown of concepts, generous use of 
examples, and enthusiasm. For every concept presented, you gave us a clear outline and included numerous 
examples. This was particularly helpful because linguistics relies upon the use of examples drawn from 
language itself. But more than this, and perhaps most importantly, you were enthusiastic about the subject 
matter and had such a positive attitude that students felt comfortable approaching you for help. You were 
very patient when we didn't understand and strongly encouraged us to visit you during office hours. This 
positive feedback allowed students to feel comfortable asking for help. Before the tests, you handed out study 
guides and set aside extra time for review sessions. All of this led us to believe that, as you said, you really 
were "on our side." You obviously put a lot of time and energy into teaching and sincerely wanted us to 
succeed. This led us to want to do the same.  
 
 
In my experience, what made you an exceptional TA was that you genuinely cared for students, were at our 
disposal and always had time to help us out. You were simply the most dedicated TA I've ever had - for 
instance, it was very generous of  you to give me a one-hour review session when I had missed class for 
several weeks. You also clearly had a deep knowledge of  linguistics but were still very good at explaining it to 
us. For instance, you could answer any question we asked, no matter how advanced and outside of  the general 
topic, and you always managed to answer in a clear and interesting 
 
 
I find that you have various outstanding qualities as a TA.  
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   One of the most admirable of these qualities is your putting in effort to establish an individual relationship 
with each of your students. By getting to know your students personally, you are better able to meet their 
specific needs. Also, the friendly atmosphere you nurture in the classroom makes students feel more 
comfortable approaching you with their problems and concerns. 
   Another way in which your teaching style excels is your success in making complex concepts digestible by 
distilling the information to its core components, and further illustrating these points with relevant and 
clarifying examples. Additionally, your encouraging student participation and input in the classroom makes 
for a more interactive and engaging learning experience. Your students also benefit from the original materials 
and study guides handed out in recitation, as these further reinforce the material being presented. 
   Finally, the positive attitude and frequent words of encouragement you offer your students boosts their 
confidence and allows them to see the task at hand in a more manageable light. We truly appreciate the extra 
time you regularly devote to helping us with any and all difficulties through your office hours and 
supplementary review sessions. 
   Thank you for your exceptional guidance! 


